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You often don't notice what's helping you until you don't
have it any more.
Type O negatives don't have a tolerance for barley.
Our testing showed that our barley is gluten free.
Barley isn't fermented any more, so we are testing for that.

in an experience and try to find a reason for it.
Reactivating things from the past and body tries to balance
itself out.

6:28
Levels went up to 45, and she stopped it for a month.
Month in the tropics in the sun, and her level was 30.

it means hormone isn't as necessary to the body for the
function for which the produces it.

in the bones.

calcium.

This is where the problem is.

She  linked her insomnia to consuming more calcium
products including broccoli and kale.
Stays away from excess calcium.

I think of the thyroid when broccoli and kale are involved.

are happening beyond what the magnesium can deal with.

There are layers and levels when people have magnesium
deficiency symptoms.

RBC Magnesium test retake to see what your levels are
doing.

Me Worse.
Investigate reasons why you aren't getting saturated with
magnesium.
Are you eating too many calcium foods, for example?
Gluten foods for some people will cause them to lose
magnesium.
It's a big puzzle that's exciting to investigate.

Pending launch of RnA Reset website
People noticing what rationing ReMag is like.

RnA Drops isn't what you think it is.
We create so much of what go through by putting ourself

Problems since she has taken Vit D in large quantities

Vit D and its levels is it's a hormone. When it's testing low,

Function of Vit D is to grab calcium from the diet and put it

If your Vit D goes down, it means your body isn't needing

Most think of Vit D as a vitamin and not a hormone.

She also worked with taurine for palpitations.

Stopped taking Vit D for the last month and a half.

So, I would be adding ReLyte to the ReMag. I think things

Six minerals for the thyroid in ReLyte.
ReMag was pitch hitting for other mineral deficiencies I had.

Therapeutically you may need 2-4 tsps of ReMag.

Look at ReMag booklet and blog When Magnesium Makes



13:17 Read book in December and got on the magnesium train. 
Had an RBC, and it was 4.9. Upped my intake.

a day, in various forms.
Take as much as bowels will allow me to.
A new RBC was exactly the same.

to kill your magnesium.
Looking at my sweat and say, “I'm sweating out magnesium.”

Water (½ body weight in ounces of water).
There could be thyroid and adrenal issues.
Until you feel better, you need other minerals to hold on to
the magnesium.
Working out every day could be a huge magnesium burner.

19:15
no side effects

20:50 Loved your blog on eating what your ancestors ate.
Blog was on my online wellness program.
First four are for free so that people can try them.
Reoccurring bladder issue where I've taken antibiotics
three times in the last 8 years.
Infection goes away and comes back.
If I do cranberry extract every day, I'm fine.
Went home for the holiday and forgot my pills.
The infection came back.
Total Biology is related to marking your territory.
Is there a problem where someone is invading your
territory?
Body gives us symptoms in order to solve a problem.
Antibiotics just shift the organisms around.
Do you get a positive culture for a bacteria.
They gave me something stronger than penicillin.
Cranberry extract bumps bacteria back from adhering to the
wall.
You could do a Total Biology consult.
Choose a natural antibiotic like silver.

Assist.

31:08
Blood type diet as a vast generalization works for many

I went through 3 bottles of ReMag at about 600-800 mg

Stop the calcium and Vit D – boom, no calcium and Vit D

I'd be doing ReLyte and ¼ tsp sea salt in every pint of drinking

O Negative blood type – RnA Drops for almost 2 years with

Natural Immunogenics has a good one.
Should I add ReLyte? I think everyone should be on ReMag
and ReLyte to help support your immune system. 
ReAline is good for toxicity issues.
Precursor to glutathione.
Probiotic to get your flora back in balance is Prescript 

Probiotics can restore the natural balance or organisms.
O Negative – no problem with RnA Drops



people.

the game on Payday.
Cell 8 information.
Words to the patent are online.
We're waiting on a couple of the ingredients to be prepared
as we work on other projects.

drops with a couple more things.
Aren't people getting anti-cancer benefits from the other
products? Yes. 

treatment that is horrific because it's a horrible disease.
Cancer is a survival mechanism in Total Biology.
Cancer is not just coming out of thin air, like a demon
attacking us.
I'm not going to say that we treat cancer with the 

Cell 8 will come around in right timing for people who
think they need more.
I think it might be a year out to get to the Cell 8.
Louise Hay is the closest we have gotten to the psychology
of cancer in the West.
German New medicine and Total Biology started to get to
the real root of why we get sick.
Body is trying to solve conflict.
Can look like the body is creating more problems.
Skin or basal cell. Skin is protection. When the skin is
effected, you are trying to layers of dermis to protect
against some sort of attack or conflict.
Eczema parts of skin start as a separation. Example mother
has to leave a baby to go on a business trip and the baby
misses skin contact.
Being upset about it gives it more life and keeps it 
activated.
What good sources of protein for an O negative blood type.
Dr. David Lam's website – has some good charts on this.

He has a good list for foods on his website.
These are generalizations. You have to see what fits with
you. You can individualize for yourself.

I personally eat lamb, chicken, salmon, and tuna.
Those are my main sources.
I like lamb better than beef. 
What about hemp and rice protein – they are not animal
enough proteins.

47:43

iON did a pattern interrupt with me to get my mind out of

Cell 8 is picometer minerals and certain aspects of the RNA

ION – cancer in the general populaton – expect horrific

Completement Products.

http://drlam.com

iON goes on and on and the need for amino acids.

Collitis-Crohn's disease – ReMag or RnA Drops?

http://drlam.com/


for elasticity of the intestines.

We do have IBS testimonials.

50:03 Launching the new site
Emails have been focused, “Where are my products?”

51:12
Does not have gall bladder
Dietary guidelines for those without gall bladder
Lecithin is really helpful for thinning out the bile.
Blog called Dr. Dean's Supplements

lecithin and rose hip powder.
Good way to get lecithin. I put it in my smoothie.
Non GMO soy lecithin or non soy lecithin.
Rose Hip Powder
Stir them in an ultrasonic jewelry cleaner for 30 minutes

You are getting a supplement with lecithin fat coating the

completely.
Helps her deal with the bile she is still producing.

With Crohn's collitis, it's usually a lot of diarrhea or blood
in the stools. So, people can't take normal magnesiums.
ReMag is helpful because it has no laxative effect.
ReLyte is important to give minerals for immune system and

ReAline for toxicity issues.
RnA Drops for making new cells.
Kit and kaboodle for this challenge.

Drops are a prebiotic themselves.

Wife is taking RnA Drops and include Completement Products

I wrote how to make your own liposomal Vit C from 

Makes emulsified mixture. Take 2 tbsps every day.
A great addition to the completement line.

Vit C to allow it to jump into the cells quickly and absorbed
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